
DATE I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI XII
10-09-2018 
(Monday)

-- Maths S.St. Science       -- -- Maths S.St. Science -- English --

11-09-2018 
(Tuesday)

English -- -- -- Maths Science -- -- -- Maths -- Phy./Eco.

12-09-2018 
(Wednesday)

-- -- Hindi Punjabi -- -- Sanskrit Hindi Hindi -- -- --

13-09-2018 
(Thursday)

-- -- -- -- Sanskrit Punjabi -- -- -- Pbi.A -- Punjabi

14-09-2018 
(Friday)

Hindi English Sanskrit English Punjabi Punjabi 
A

-- -- --

15-09-2018 
(Saturday)

Maths -- -- -- Punjabi Hindi -- -- -- Hindi Acc./Chem. --

16-09-2018 
(Sunday)

17-09-2018 
(Monday)

-- -- Maths S.St. -- -- Science Maths -- -- Punjabi Chem./B.st

18-09-2018 
(Tuesday)

-- Punjabi Science S.St. -- -- Maths S.St. -- --

19-09-2018 
(Wednesday)

-- -- Punjabi Hindi -- -- Hindi Sanskrit -- -- M.O.P English

20-09-2018 
(Thursday)

-- -- -- -- English Sanskrit -- -- English English --

21-09-2018 
(Friday)

Hindi -- -- English -- -- Punjabi English -- -- -- E-business

22-09-2018 
(Saturday)

-- English -- -- Hindi English -- -- Pbi. B Pbi. B Phy./
B.st

--

23-09-2018 
(Sunday)

24-09-2018 
(Monday)

Regular 
Classes

Regular 
Classes

Science Maths -- -- S.St. Science -- -- -- Acc./Maths/Bi
o.

25-09-2018 
(Tuesday)

Regular 
Classes

Regular 
Classes

-- -- S.St. Maths -- -- S.st Science Maths/Eco./  
Bio.

--

All the Best!!
Dear Parents
The best way to support your children during the stress of exam is to make home life as calm and pleasant as possible. Don't let your
stress become their stress. Provide good, nutritious diet to your child. Try not to put too many demands on your child during exam time.
Arguments are counter-productive and will only add unnecessary stress. Explain that exams aren't an end in themselves but a gateway to
the next stage of life. You can act as a catalyst for increasing the performance of your child.   

PRINCIPAL

Note:-  
1. Every student should be in his/her seat by 7:55 a.m.
2. Examination for I to XII classes will get over at 11:30 a.m.
3. Regular classes for I and II will commence from 24-09-18 till 11:30 a.m.
4. Regular classes from I to XII will commence from 27.09.18 with usual timings. 

                          Sunday

Sunday

BHARTIYA VIDYA MANDIR SEN.SEC.SCHOOL
SEC-39,CHD.ROAD, LUDHIANA

DATE SHEET FOR TERM-I (I to XII) 2018-19
"Success is the sum of small efforts repeated day in and day out”- Robert Collier   

Learning is your superpower! Remember, never stop trying and never stop growing your brain. Exams are the make or break period for
the students. The pain you feel today is the strength you will feel tomorrow. It always seems impossible until it is done. Each examination
succeeds preparatory time, which must be utilized optimally. If you do it, you will love to take any exam. Just take the bull of exams by
the horns, you are sure to fare well through them. Just be strong and study hard. Remember, there are no short- cuts for success.  

Dear Students
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